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Abstract
The present paper deals with the study of spectral properties of the helical mode of uniform 
isotropic turbulence in the presence and in the absence of mean helicity. It is shown that even 
in the absence of mean helicity, the helicity of individual helical modes affects the spectral 
behavior  of  turbulence.  Besides,  it  is  shown  that  both  with  and  without  mean  helicity, 
intermediate characteristic scales connected with the presence of helicity in helical modes 
exist.  The  existence  of  such  scales  makes  it  possible  to  solve  the  problem  of  helicity 
dissipation divergence for individual helical modes.   
PACS: 67.40.Vs, 67.55.Fa, 94.05.Lk
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Introduction
Helicity as an integral part of turbulent flows was first considered about half a century ago [1, 
2]. However its role in turbulent flow behavior remains, in a certain sense, mysterious and not 
clear enough (see, for example, [3-5] and references therein). Being, side by side with energy, 
an integral of motion of the Euler equation, helicity plays an essential role in the study of 
various processes of large-scale structures generation and behavior both in hydrodynamic and 
magnetohydrodynamic flows [5-7].  At the same time, today it is clear that turbulent cascade 
is typical not only of energy, but also of helicity [3, 9-11]. On the other hand, the interference 
of energy and helicity transfer affects turbulent correlation characteristics in different scales 
[11, 12]. Thus, helicity is an essential element in the study of turbulence evolution.  
A two-point  velocity  correlator of a homogeneous and isotropic  incompressible turbulent 
flow with violated mirror symmetry can be represented in a general form (see, e.g., [13]):
( ) ( ) kijkjiijji rrCrrrBrAtutu εδ )()()(,0, ++=r (1)
where ( )tui ,r   is a fluctuating component of the velocity field in the point r  at the moment t
,  )(rA ,  )(rB  and  )(rC  are  functions depending on the modulus  of   r  ,  ijkε  is  a  fully 
antisymmetric unit tensor.
Fourier-presentation of this correlator in a general form is:
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where ),( tkE  and ),( tkH  are energy and helicity densities, respectively, and k  is the wave 
vector. In this case, both energy  ε  and helicity  η  fluxes exist in the system. If they are 
governing  parameters  of  turbulence  together  with  kinematic  viscosity,  it  leads  to  the 
formation of another scale  η
ε
η ~l , besides the characteristic  Kolmogorov dissipation scale 
νl  [8]. In compliance with [12],  ηl  can be defined as a scale separating the influence of 
external  and  dissipative  scales  on  the  behavior  of  the  energy  (helicity)  correlator  in  the 
inertial interval.  On the other hand, as we know, helicity is a measure of mirror symmetry 
disturbance in a turbulent flow. However, "latent asymmetry" of the flow could affect even 
the mirror symmetry turbulence. In the present work we study some helical properties of the 
mirror symmetry turbulence and their connection with the non-zero helicity case. At the same 
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time, we show that besides  ηl , a new characteristic scale ην lllB =  arises, which determines 
the onset of viscosity influence.
Helical Modes 
If the mirror symmetry of a flow is not violated, then  0),( =tkH . However, it does not 
mean that helical vortices do not form in the flow. Just as previously, we can expand the 
velocity and vortex fields in helical waves )exp()( krk ihs  (see, for example, [3, 13, 14]), i.e. 
)exp()(),(),( krkkr
k
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s
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In  this  case,  spectral  densities  of  energy  and  helicity  can  be  represented  as  a  sum and 
difference of their positively defined helical components ),( tkE ±  and ),( tkH ± , which are 
defined as follows (we have used normalization in compliance with [3]):
∑ −= ±±
p
p )(),(
2
1),( 2 pktatkE δ
and
∑ −= ±±
p
pp )(),(),( 2 pktatkH δ
and interconnected as follows: ),(2),( tkkEtkH ±± = ,  whereas
),(),(),( tkEtkEtkE −+ −= ;   ),(),(),( tkHtkHtkH −+ −= .    (3)
where  ...  above denotes averaging over an ensemble.
If 0),( =tkH  and  ),(),( tkHtkH −+ = , then ),(
2
1),(),( tkEtkEtkE == −+ . 
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Balance equations for spectral densities of energy and helicity lead to the following equations 
for  ),( tkE ±  and ),( tkH ±  [3]:
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where  ),( tkTX
±  is a flux of the respective component over the spectrum, and  ),( tkFX
±  is a 
function  of  its  source.  It  should  be  noted  that  equalities  

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1),(  (at  0),( ≠tkH )  [3],  whence  it  follows  that  ±± = EH kTT 2  (and 
±±
= EH kFF 2 ), lead to the system (4) degeneration, which is wrong in a general case in all the 
intervals. In the case of a steady state and  0),( =tkH , in the inertial interval EE TtkT 2
1),( =±  
and EH kTtkT =
± ),( .  
If 0),( =tkH  and assuming that helicity generation and dissipation are sufficiently spaced in 
scales, we obtain from the second equation (4) that  ),().( tkTtkT HH
−+
=  within the dissipative 
range, and )),(),((),(),( tkFtkFtkTtkT HHHH
−+−+
−−=−  in the range of larger scales.  Assuming 
that  ),(),( tkFtkF HH
−+
=  (since  there  are  no  reasons  for  asymmetry),  we  obtain  that 
),().( trTtkT HH
−+
=  in all scales.  Similarly, we obtain the same for  ),().( trTtkT EE
−+
= . Note 
that ±± ≠ EH kTT 2  in all scales simultaneously, in contrast to [3]. Hence, the flow is helical with 
a maximal helicity of each helical component. Here, however, the helicity is connected only 
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with the flow twist in helical vortices, and not with their knots that generate nonzero mean 
helicity in flows with violated mirror symmetry [2,15].    
Integrating equations (4) over k  in case of a steady state and  0),( =tkH , we can obtain that 
2
ε
==
±±
EE FD  and ±±± == ηHH FD , where dktkXkDX ∫∞ ±± =
0
2 ),(2ν  and  
dktkFF XX ∫∞ ±± =
0
),(  (where  EX =  or  H ).  In  case  of  violated  symmetry,  it  is  just 
−+
−= ηηηH  that  is  conserved  in  the  total  flow in  a  steady state,  because  in  this  case 
0),(
0
≠∫∞ ± dktkTH , whereas 0),(
0
=∫∞ dktkTH . At a mirror symmetry of the flow, 0=Hη  and the 
flows are conserved in each mode.
Reverting to Eq. (2), we introduce, according to [13],
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whose sum gives Eq. (2), while their difference is
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i.e., helicity is a measure of energy difference in heteropolarized helical modes.
At 0),( =tkH  we obtain
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In this case only, according to Eq. (11), velocity correlators pass into each other at a mirror 
reflection ( ji ↔ ). Thus, for every helical mode, the flow is helical, and energy (and helicity) 
transfer therein occurs  without mixing. Here the helicities are maximal in each component 
),(2),( tkkEtkH ±± = , and the total flow is reflection symmetric. In the present case, energy 
becomes a macroparameter of the flow, and helicity is a latent parameter. (However, it is a 
perfectly real parameter for each of helical modes). 
Compensated and non-compensated modes
Note that even the form of Eqs.(1), (2) and (9) of isotropic turbulence correlators points to the 
possibility of considering a flow in the absence of symmetry as a set of reflection symmetric 
and asymmetric parts or, in other words, helical compensated and non-compensated parts. 
The compensated part of helicity corresponds to  0)( =kH  and is analogous to the idea of 
weakly interacting vortons [4],  while the non-compensated part  is  connected with helical 
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structures having nonzero knots. This part describes the interaction between various helical 
components enhancing, in certain cases, one of them.
Thus,  )()),(),((2 kHtkEtkEk =− −+  is a non-compensated part of helical modes with the 
energy density (see also Eq. (9))
 k
tkHtkEtkEtkEH 2
),(),(),(),( =−= −+ .                 (12)
Since for the compensated part 0),( =tkH , energy density of each of its parts is
 )),()((
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−+               (13)
Asymptotic model relations
Assuming that in the inertial interval [10, 18, 19]
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which exactly coincide with expressions derived in [3, 13, 16] at  
4
1
1 −=α  (Kolmogorov's 
case). 
On the other hand, according to Eqs. (12) and (13), 
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It can be easily shown that in Kolmogorov's case only, when 3/2== HE δδ ,
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In the helical case, when 01 =α , 3
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i.e. the background turbulence has a helical spectrum [5, 8], just as ),( tkEH  and ),( tkE .
Thus, the total helicity takes part in the energy transfer as an additional channel, and 
for each k , energy emission or absorption by components of a symmetric field takes place. 
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Meanwhile, helicity growth in certain scales (see, e.g.,  [5, 19, 20]) reflects the increasing 
energy disbalance among helical components and enhancement of one of them. Since this 
disbalance decreases with growing k  according to Eq. (12) (see also [3, 24]), generation of 
helical vortices in a preferential direction occurs in large scales. 
Dissipation
In case of reflection-symmetric turbulence, the main parameter of the system is the energy 
flux ε  (Kolmogorov's case) only; besides,  0→η  and  3/2=Eδ .  Then, according to Eq. 
(14),  3/53/2~)( −± kkE ε  and  3/23/2~),( −± ktkH ε  for  individual  helical  components  of  the 
flow.  Then,  as  follows  from  [3,16],  a  problem  of  integral  dissipation  divergence  arises 
dkkEkD
k
H ∫ ±± ≈ νν
0
3 )(2~  (where νk  corresponds to an inverse Kolmogorov's scale 
4/13

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ν
νl ) 
at 0→ν ,  if  -5/3  spectrum is used  for each of helical components only. 
This problem of divergence is due to the fact that we are unaware of the form of the function 
)(kE  (and  )(kE ±  ) in the near dissipation region  and make use of the function )(kE  from 
the inertial interval. Many attempts have been made to establish the behavior of )(kE  in this 
region (see [21, 22] and references therein). As follows from these works,  )(kE  spectrum 
becomes  sufficiently  steep,  which  eliminates  divergences.  Here  the  form of  )(kE  is  not 
purely exponential (for example, it can be of ( ) λγνδ )//(~ kkakE E +−  type, where а,  γ  and 
λ  are constants,  γ  and  λ  being greater than zero, and  Eδ  is the spectral exponent in the 
inertial interval), which acquires the power function form EkE δ−~  only in the limiting case (
νkk << ). 
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This is confirmed by experimental data. For example, it is evident from a well-known plot of 
the  dependence  of   longitudinal  velocity  increments  spectrum  on  the  wave  number 
normalized to  νk  presented in [23] (as well as in [21, 22]) that at  νkk ~  the slope of the 
curve is much steeper that in the inertial region, where it is close to Kolmogorov's law of  5/3. 
As  follows  from  experimental  data,  the  scale  of  the  transition  from  the  inertial  range 
spectrum Bl  to the dissipative range spectrum corresponds to  νl)6010(~ ÷ .   
It is noteworthy (see [22] and references therein) that a multifractal approach also leads to a 
steeper power spectrum in the near dissipation region. Therefore, we assume that  
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where  Bk  corresponds to the scale where the transition from one spectral slope to another 
takes place (a bend appears).
Approximate formula of spectral energy transfer based on various assumptions concerning 
the relations between energy transfer '),'(),(
0
dktkTtkR
k
EE ∫=  and spectral energy density  Е(k) 
are described in detail in [21].  It  follows from various hypotheses about the form of the 
function  )),(,( tkEkR  that  at  νkk <<  3/5~)()( −→ kkEkE ,  and  at  νkk ~  
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kkkEkE 3/5~)()( .  Here  ( )xϕ  is  an unknown function of  x.  As noted above,  if 
helicity transfer, side by side with energy transfer over the spectrum, plays an essential role, 
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then, besides the characteristic dissipation scale νl , another scale ±η
ε
η ~l  appears. Then it is 
necessary to generalize the function  ( )xϕ  to this case. Here the asymptotic relation of the 
spectral density (or velocity correlator) between the dissipative and inertial intervals should 
be retained. In this case,  
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Unfortunately, experimental data on helicity in turbulent flows is very scarce. Therefore, the 
main index of helicity influence on a turbulent spectrum is the presence of -7/3 exponent in 
the inertial range [5, 8]. On the basis of experimental data on turbulent velocity fluctuations 
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measured in a mercury flow in a transverse magnetic field (MHD flow) obtained in [25] and 
in  the  atmospheric  boundary  layer  (BL)  [26],  we  can  evaluate  Bk .  It  follows  from the 
experiment  that  energy  and  helicity  fluxes  amounted  to  326 /10)107( smMHD
−
÷≈ε  , 
32 /28.0 smBL ≈ε , 
34 /10)42( smMHD
−
÷≈η  and 3/28.0 smBL ≈η , which corresponds to the 
scales  ml MHD 03.0≈η ,  ml
BL 1≈η ,  ml MHD 4101 −≈ν ,  ml
BL 4103.7 −≈ν ,  ml MHDB
3108.1 −≈  and 
ml BLB
2107.2 −≈  ( smmercury /1015.1
27−
≈ν  and  smair /102
26−
≈ν ).  Thus,  18≈MHD
MHD
B
l
l
ν
 and 
37≈BL
BL
B
l
l
ν
, which well agrees with experimental data given in [23], as well as in [21, 22]. It is 
noteworthy that in Ref. [25], results of different atmospheric experimental data processing are 
also  presented.  However,  these  data  refer  to  an  external  scale  range,  which  makes  it 
impossible to use them for evaluating  Bl . Another laboratory experiment allowing, in our 
opinion, the evaluation of  Bl , is described in Ref. [27] dealing with water rotation. In this 
experiment, ml 07.0≈η , but energy flux along the spectrum was not determined. On the other 
hand,  if  the  characteristic  value  m
Vl
water
0001.0≈≈
νν
 is  used  ( smV /01.0≈  being 
characteristic  velocity,  and   )/10 26 smwater
−
≈ν ,  then  mlB
3106.2 −≈ ,  leading  to  26≈
νl
lB , 
which also agrees with data of Ref. [23].
Thus, it is necessary to substitute the upper integration limit in Eq. (18)  with Bk , which leads 
to 
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0~ 0
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Hence, in Kolmogorov's case, the first integral (12) does not diverge with growing Reynolds 
number. 
To  assess  the  second  integral  in  (18),  we  examine  the  following.  According   to 
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where  ±= ECA 7
6
. We assume that the function )(2 kHk  has a maximum in the vicinity  of 
νkk = ,  and  the  dissipation  is  mainly  concentrated  in  the  interval  BB kkk +÷ ν ,  which  is 
symmetrical with respect to νk , i.e. dkkHkdkkHkdkkHk
k
k
kk
kk B
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Thus, the integral helicity dissipation does not diverge at  0→ν , although there is a bend in 
the helicity spectrum in the scales of the transition from the inertial to the dissipative interval 
connected with the characteristic scale of the inertial region ηl .
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In case of violated mirror symmetry,  the above reasoning cannot refer to each of helical 
components  separately;  they  refer  to  the total  energy and helicity  (i.e.  it  is  necessary  to 
substitute  all  )(kX ±  with  )(kX ).  In  this  case,  )
2
)()((
2
1)(
k
kHkEkE ±=±  and 
)
2
)()(()(
k
kHkEkkH ±=± ,  and  the  divergence  dkkEkD
k
H ∫≈± νν
0
3 )(2~  is  connected  with  the 
extension of )(kE  dependence from the inertial interval into the pre-dissipative one. On the 
other hand,  )1(5/3)41(5/1 111~ αααν νηε −+−l  within the bounds of the asymptotic model, and the 
transition scale is
 ( ) 21)1(5/3)46(5/11 111 ααανη νηε −+−+== lllB           (24)
Discussion
The appearance of a characteristic transition scale in the presence of non-zero helicity of 
helical modes can also appear in the structure of the total energy spectrum  )(kE . In fact, as 
follows  from  [10],  we  can  write  the  spectral  energy  density  in  this  interval  as 
( ) )1(2/1 11~)( +−± δδνεν klkE  (since at a totally zero helicity the spectrum in the inertial interval 
is  degenerated  into  Kolmogorov's  spectrum,  i.e.  
4
1
1 −=α ),  which  leads  to  the  following 
dependence of the integral helicity dissipation in the interval   νkkkB ≤≤ : 
( ) νδδν δεν
k
kH B
klD 11 2
1
2/13
3
1~~ −±
−
             (25)
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(where  1δ  is the spectral  index in this  region in  r -space).  In the lower limit,  we obtain 
3/21 ≥δ  from the condition of dissipation finiteness with growing Reynolds number. This 
points to the fact that energy spectrum in this region should be at least the same as in the 
inertial interval or even steeper. On the other hand, since  0~ >±HD , then, according to (25), 
31 <δ . Hence, for Kolmogorov's turbulence, 33/2 1 <≤ δ .
In  case  of  a  violated  mirror  symmetry  of  the  total  flow,  the  spectral  index  behavior  is 
somewhat  different.  As  follows  from  [3,  18,  24],  the  divergence  of  the  total  helicity 
dissipation  with  growing  Reynolds  number  is  absent  and  appears  in  helical  waves  only 


 ±=±
k
kHkEkkH
2
)()()(  owing to the first term of this equality. According to [10], we can 
write )1()32(5/2)41(5/22 11111~)( +−++− δδν
ααα νηε klkEdiss  for the interval νkkkB ≤≤ , which leads to
 
νδδ
ν
ααα
δνηνε
k
kH B
klD 11111 2
1
)32(5/2)41(5/22
3
1~~ −++−±
−
.            (26) 
In  the  upper  limit,  under  the  condition  of  ±HD
~  finiteness  at  ∞→Re ,  we  arrive  at  a 
relationship  
4
1
1 −≥α ,  i.e.  6
1
4
1
1 <≤− α .  In  the  lower  limit,  however,  we  obtain, 
)1(3
64
1
1
1 α
αδ
−
+
≥ , but in this case the boundary value of 1δ  is a function of 1α , as shown in Fig. 
1. Thus, at each 1α  value, the minimal value of  1δ  corresponds to  Eδ  value in the inertial 
interval and can exceed it, i.e. 3)1(3
64
1
1
1 <≤
−
+ δ
α
α
.
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 Fig. 1. Dependence of the boundary 1δ  value on 1α . 
Thus, homogeneous and isotropic turbulent flows with non-violated mirror symmetry possess 
a latent helicity, which can affect their properties. In particular, it becomes evident in the 
behavior of the energy spectrum in the pre-dissipative interval of scales.  In this  case,  an 
additional  characteristic  scale  of  a  transition  to  the  dissipative  interval  arises,  where  the 
energy  density  spectrum  either  retains  its  slope  or  becomes  steeper.  Besides,  helicity 
dissipation in helical modes does not diverge with growing Reynolds number.  
It is also shown that at a violated  mirror symmetry, an analogous scale appears, below which 
the energy spectrum becomes steeper. 
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